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Ǝ ƌ ƍ Ǝ ƒ Ɠ Ɨ Ƙ ƙ ƚ ƛ Ɯ Ɲ ƞ Ɵ Ơ ơ.Q: css not
displaying whole text within table cell I am

making a simple online training website and i
have a table with 2 rows. Here is a working
example of what i am looking for: how ever,

when i use this same logic, and in my
application put the text of the person training
into a table cell it does not seem to display the

full name, it seems to truncate it? is there
something simple that i am missing here? A:

Look at this: Browsers seem to have some bugs
regarding table cells. I'm using display:inline
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and width:100% to get it to work correctly. Q:
Joining dynamic data in single table I have the

following query that looks a little weird as there
is now dynamic data stored in the table. SELECT

[hier].[Group_id] ,[hier].[Group]
,[hier].[Parent_Name] ,[hier].[Parent_Group]
,[hier].[Level] ,[hier].[Is_Root] ,[hier].[Node]
FROM [dbo].[ST_Level_Groups] AS hier LEFT

JOIN [dbo].[st_Level_Group] AS hier.hier_child
ON hier.Group_id = hier.Parent_Group_id AND
hier_child.Parent_Level_id = hier.Level WHERE

(hier.Level
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